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ABSTRACT

Existing approaches to NL programming fall into two classes:
data-driven and rule-driven approaches. The former features the
reliance on many labeled input-code pairs as training data to build
up some statistical models; the latter depends on some predefined
domain-specific rules. The rule-based approach had shown some
success in the early stage of the field development (e.g., Smartsynth [25]), but have gradually lost attractions due to the lack of
robustness and the difficulties in generalizing across domains. The
data-driven approach has dominated recent efforts, represented
by the adoption of deep learning to map NL queries to code via
various neural networks (e.g., [2, 14, 29, 38, 39]). Although this
approach has shown more promise than the previous rule-driven
approach, its requirement of large numbers of labeled examples
hinders its adoptions, especially for domains where labeled examples are scarce. Although recent proposals show the possibility of
generating examples for a certain domain [3], it is yet unclear how
well these methods can generate truly representative examples in
complex domains.
In this work, we propose NLU-driven approach, an approach
driven by natural language understanding (NLU). It is inspired by
how humans code. Rather than going through thousands of examples as a data-driven approach does, a programmer can start coding
after she reads through the documentation of the language or API
of interest. She may check a few examples, but the number is far
less than what a data-driven approach usually needs. The key is in
understanding the language or API, the central feature NLU-driven
NL programming builds on.
More specifically, the NLU-driven approach features (1) deep
processing of programmers’ intentions and API documents written
in natural languages via NLU, and (2) the leverage of the deep
understanding rather than training examples for code synthesis.
Compared to data-driven approaches, the NLU-driven approach
has three appealing properties. First, by avoiding the need for a large
number of labeled examples, it saves users the (often heavy) burden
in collecting/generating examples, and makes NL programming
possible for domains where labeled examples are scarce. Second,
built on understanding rather than data, it avoids the bias that
training data examples bring to data-driven methods. Finally, as a
"white-box" approach, its better interpretability makes the diagnosis
of synthesis errors easier to do.
Our exploration leads to HISyn (for “human learning inspired
synthesizer”), the first NLU-driven NL programming framework.
HISyn is equipped with several distinctive features.
(1) Deep NL understanding for code synthesis. A deep natural
language understanding is the key to human learning-inspired code
synthesis. Although NLP has been used in software maintenance [1,
4, 10, 12, 15, 21, 36, 50, 51, 53], its usage in NL programming is still
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INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in Natural Language (NL) programming, where, code synthesizer automatically
produces programming code based on NL input from users. It is
especially appealing in cases where such an intuitive interface offers conveniences to general users (e.g., IoT [40], Smarthome [25]),
and cases where there are many domain-specific APIs difficult for
a programmer to memorize (e.g., Python libraries [2]).
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preliminary. Unlike prior synthesis studies that use shallow NLP just
for assistance, HISyn takes modern NLP as the first-order tool. With
it, HISyn automatically builds up the intermediate representation
of input queries, and the knowledge base of the programming
APIs, preparing the foundation for synthesis to work on. It uses
NL dependence analysis to capture the deep relations among the
different parts of the input query, and WordNet (a lexical database of
English with 117,000 synsets) to capture the semantic associations
of English words.
(2) Framework architecture design for cross-domain extensibility.
Domain differences are inherent to natural language programming.
Different domains have different terminologies, API definitions,
grammar, query patterns, and so on. Previous non—data-driven
studies are domain-specific; rules and elements specific to the target
domain are tightly integrated with the synthesizers, making them
difficult to port to other domains. HISyn strives to ensure crossdomain extensibility in design. Drawing on inspirations on how
modern compilers deal with domain/language varieties, it creates
architecture with the front end producing a unified intermediate
representation (NL dependence graph) for an arbitrary domain, on
which, the back end operates to generate the code in the target API.
Neither the front end nor the back end requires changes across
domains. The HISyn design encapsulates domain-specific elements
into separate modules equipped with an easy-to-use interface. For
a new domain, the developer only needs to use the interfaces to
extend those domain-specific modules; no changes are needed for
the HISyn framework.
(3) Graph-based algorithm for mapping. Based on the intermediate representation, HISyn employs grammar graph-based translation
to generate code to materialize a user’s intention in the target programming APIs. The novel algorithm first annotates each node
in the IR with candidate APIs and then uses path finding on the
reverse API grammar graph to identify the appropriate APIs, their
order, and assemble them into the final code. The algorithm bridges
the gap between the user’s intention and the APIs by leveraging
both the semantic connections at the natural language level and
the syntactical constraints at the API grammar level.
We evaluate HISyn on three domains, the domain of Text Editing, the domain of air travel queries, and the domain of program
source code analysis. Although combing with a few examples could
potentially help, to examine the potential of pure NLU-based approach, HISyn is designed to use no examples. Our experimental
results show that without any training examples, HISyn can produce code as accurately as those by a representative data-driven NL
programming framework trained on hundreds of examples. The
study validates the cross-domain portability of the core of HISyn,
and demonstrates the large potential of the NLU-driven approach
for NL programming while saving the burden of collecting large
numbers of training examples.

2

entities or pre-defined categories such as person names, organizations, quantities, and locations.
HISyn, in addition, heavily leverages dependency parsing, which
goes a deeper level than those listed NLP techniques, analyzing the
dependency relations between tokens in a sentence, and outputs a
dependency graph. A dependency relation is composed of a subordinate word (called dependent), a word on which it depends (called
governor), and an asymmetrical grammatical relation between the
two words (called dependency type). Figure 1 shows the dependency
parsing result for an example sentence generated by the Stanford
CoreNLP dependency parser1 (along with the code to synthesize).
A dependency relation is marked as an arrow pointing from a governor to a dependent and is labeled with the dependency type. The
arrow from “flight” to “cheapest” with the label “amod” indicates
that “cheapest” is an adjective modifier of “flight”. All the dependency relations form a directed graph, which is called dependency
graph.

3

OVERALL FRAMEWORK

The framework design of HISyn is shown in Figure 2. It has three
main components: (1) a domain knowledge constructor that processes the domain knowledge to assist code synthesis; (2) a front end
that transforms an NL-based query to a dependency graph which
serves as the basis for the intermediate representation that the back
end works on; (3) a back end that employees grammar-graph–based
translation to generate code based on the IR.
The domain knowledge constructor takes two files as inputs: (1)
a document that contains all the API and their descriptions; (2) a
grammar file that contains the context-free grammar written in
Backus-Naur form (BNF). The constructor parses the input files and
generates two outputs: (1) an API knowledge base for semantic mapping between words in NL-based queries and APIs; (2) a grammar
graph that defines the search space for code generation. A formal
definition of grammar graph will be introduced in Section 4.4.2.
The front end takes an NL-based query and applies light regulation first to avoid term confusions for words that have domainspecific meaning. It then uses multiple NLP techniques including
POS tagging, Lemmatization, NER, and dependency parsing to produce a dependency graph as an intermediate representation (IR).
HISyn prunes non-essential words (called function words) from the
IR based on the POS tag and the dependency relations of each word.
Figure 3(a) shows the pruned dependency graph of Figure 1. This
pruned IR is fed to the back end for code generation.
The back end then employs a novel synthesizing algorithm called
grammar graph-based translation to generate code according to the
pruned IR. Grammar graph-based translation first maps each node
in the IR to a set of APIs based on the lemma and synonyms of
words in each API’s description. The APIs corresponding to each
node are called candidate APIs. One node can be mapped to several
candidate APIs or no candidate API at all. In the case where multiple
nodes have a mapping to the same candidate API, HISyn uses a
longest match scheme to group the nodes as a cluster and selects the
candidate APIs for that cluster instead of each node in that cluster.
Grammar graph-based translation then translates the IR annotated

BACKGROUND

HISyn employs standard NL processing techniques, such as Tokenization, which splits a piece of text into tokens (i.e., words), POS
Tagging, which labels tokens (words) with their Part-Of-Speech
(POS) tags, Lemmatization, which reduces a word to its basic form
called lemma, and Named Entity Recognition (NER) recognizes named

1 http://corenlp.run/
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Figure 1: Dependency parsing result from StanfordCoreNLP [32]. The corresponding code is shown in Table 1
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Figure 2: Framework Design.
with candidate APIs to DSL codes based on the grammar graph
generated by the domain knowledge constructor.
HISyn features a modular design. By separating domain-specific
modules from the core, it simplifies applications to a new domain.
We next explain each of the main components of HISyn.

4

the queries, HISyn will parse the text files and construct the domain
knowledge base.

4.2

For a given NL query, the NLP engine goes through the following
steps: tokenizing, lemmatization, POS tagging, named entity recognition (NER), and dependency parsing. HISyn then represents the
result as a dependency graph, which is used as the basis for the
intermediate representation (IR).
One special complexity for code synthesis is terminology confusion. In a specific domain, some terms have a special meaning
that confuses the standard NLP parser. For instance, ‘for statement’
in ASTMatcher domain is a term indicating a type of statement,
i.e. for loops in programming languages. However, the NLP parser
will take ‘for’ as a preposition, and provide a parsing result that far
away from its meaning in the original query.
We address this issue by letting users add light regulations to the
input queries. Specifically, HISyn requires all of the domain-specific
terms to be put inside a pair of punctuation marks (double angle
brackets as default). For example, “find for statement” should be
written as “find <for statement>”. With the special words explicitly
marked, HISyn can easily replace them with some common terms
(mostly noun terms), and replace them back after NLP steps. Users
can specify their signs if angle brackets are terms of the target
domain.

NLP AND IR

This section first introduces the domain knowledge constructor and
the front end in the framework and then gives formal definitions
of the dependency graph and grammar graph, which are two core
data structures in HISyn.

4.1

Query Processing via Amended NLP

Domain Knowledge Constructor

Domain knowledge constructor builds the common knowledge base
and the domain knowledge base.
The common knowledge base stores the information that could
be used in any domain. It contains three components: WordNet [34]
synonym list, Named Entities, and preposition dictionary. The
WordNet synonym list is used to help the Semantic Mapping step in
the back end. The named entities (NE) are the labels for real-world
objects, such as January’s NE is Month, Baltimore’s NE is City.
The preposition dictionary is a dictionary we create for mapping
a preposition to its semantic related words. For example, the semantic related words of preposition “from” include “start”, “source”,
“origin”.
The domain knowledge base stores domain-specific knowledge.
Every domain will have its own knowledge base. It contains a
grammar graph (defined in section 4.4.2) and an API knowledge
base. The API knowledge base is generated by parsing the API
documentation and contains each API’ name, input/output types,
and its natural language description. Both API documentation and
grammar are stored in separate text files. API documentation is
stored in plain text with labeled content (e.g., Name: forStmt). The
grammar should be in Backus–Naur form [35]. Before synthesizing

4.3

Pruning

In natural language, some words in a sentence are function words
that express grammatical relationships among other words with
little lexical meaning. These words usually have no mapping to any
APIs. Thus, inside the dependency graph, the edges related to these
words are trivial edges. In this stage, we prune these trivial edges
with function words based on the dependency relation of the edges
and the POS tags of the tokens.
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The default prunable dependency relation include the following
labels: (1) ‘det’, the determiners (a, an, the, some, etc.); (2) ‘case’, used
for prepositions (In StanfordCoreNLP enhanced++ dependency
parser, prepositions is labeled inside ‘nmod’, thus prunable. ); (3)
‘mark’, the word introducing a clause subordinate to another clause;
(4) ‘ref’, the relative word introducing the relative clause; (5)‘aux’,
a function word associated with a verbal predicate that expresses
categories such as tense, mood, aspect, voice or evidentiality; (6)
‘cop’, a copula is the relation between the complement of a copular
verb and the copular verb; (7) ‘conj:and’, a conjunct is the relation
between two elements connected by a coordinating conjunction
(and, or, etc.) (8)‘punct’, punctuation; (9)‘acl:relcl’, a relative clause
modifier of an noun. (The parser also puts other specific relations
between the noun and its relative clause, thus this edge is prunable.)
The default prunable POS tags include the following labels: (1)
‘PRP’, the personal pronoun; (2) ‘MD’, modal; (3) ‘PRP$’, possessive
pronoun. (4)‘WP$’, possessive wh-pronoun.
HISyn will traverse the entire graph, prune the trivial edges and
nodes with dependency relations and POS tags listed above. Figure 1
and Figure 3(a) show the dependency graph before and after the
pruning. It is worth noting that as a cross-domain framework, users
could configure HISyn to add or delete the dependencies or POS
tags to refine the pruning process in new domains.

4.4

In HISyn, the nodes in a grammar graph are of three types, nonterminal nodes, derivation nodes, and API nodes. Edges are of two
types, ‘or’ edges and concatenation edges. We first introduce the
definitions of the nodes and edges and then the definition of a
grammar graph. In the definitions below, | ∗ | denotes the number of
elements in a set. Figure 3(e) is a partial grammar graph in the Air
Travel Information System (ATIS) domain. We use the following
production rules to illustrate a grammar graph:
𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 ::= 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑠𝑒𝑡 |𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑓 |...|𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑒 ::= 𝑀𝐼 𝑁 _𝐹𝐴𝑅𝐸 (𝑐𝑜𝑙_𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑒, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑠𝑒𝑡)
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 ::= 𝑒𝑞_𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑡, 𝑒𝑞_𝑎𝑟𝑟 |...
Definition 2 (Non-Terminal Node). A non-terminal node 𝑛 𝑁 ∈
N𝑁 represents a unique non-terminal symbol in N T . We use N
to represent the set of non-terminal nodes derived from a CFG.
The number of non-terminal nodes is equal to the number of nonterminal symbols (i.e., |N𝑁 | = |N T |). For example, in Figure 3(e),
the node min_fare is a non-terminal node.
Definition 3 (Derivation Node). A derivation node 𝑛𝐷 ∈ N𝐷
corresponds to the string in the right-hand side of a production
rule in a CFG. N𝐷 is used to represent the set of derivation nodes
derived from a CFG.
The number of derivation nodes is no more than the number of
production rules (i.e., |N𝐷 | ≤ |P |). This is because different production rules could have the same right-hand side string. An example
of derivation nodes in Figure 3(e) is node MIN_FARE(c..,p..) (‘c..’
and ‘p..’ are the abbreviations of the arguments ‘col_fare’, ‘pred_set’
).

Intermediate Data Structures

This section gives the formal definition of two core data structures
used in grammar graph-based translation: dependency graph and
grammar graph.
4.4.1 Dependency Graph. Dependency graph is the output from
the front end of HISyn. It contains the word form, lemma form, POS
tag, and named entity label of each token in a NL-based query and
the dependency relations among the tokens. It is used as the basis
of the intermediate representation in guiding code generation in
the back end. We give the formal definition of a dependency graph
as follows:

Definition 4 (API Node). An API node 𝑛𝐴 ∈ N𝐴 corresponds to
an API function name. N𝐴 represents the set of API nodes derived
from a CFG.
The number of API nodes is equal to the number of APIs. In
Figure 3(e), the node MIN_FARE is an API node.
Definition 5 (‘Or’ Edge). An ‘or’ edge 𝑒𝑂 ∈ E𝑂 is a directed
edge that points from a non-terminal node 𝑛 𝑁 to a derivation node
𝑛𝐷 , denoted as 𝑒𝑂 = (𝑛 𝑁 , 𝑛𝐷 ). E𝑂 represents the set of ‘or’ Edge
derived from a CFG.

Definition 1 (dependency graph). A dependency graph is a directed acyclic graph, 𝐺 𝑁 𝐿 = (N𝑁 𝐿 , E𝑁 𝐿 ), where
• each node 𝑛 = (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑, 𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑎, 𝑃𝑂𝑆, 𝑁 𝐸) ∈ N𝑁 𝐿 corresponds
to a token, which includes the word, lemma, POS tag, and
named entity tag; 𝑁 𝐸 is empty if the word is not an named
entity.
• each edge 𝑒 = (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 , 𝑑𝑒𝑝) ∈ E𝑁 𝐿 is a direct edge, corresponding to a dependency relation. The edge points from
𝑛𝑖 (called governor) to 𝑛 𝑗 (called dependent), with the dependency relation 𝑑𝑒𝑝.

An ‘or’ edge corresponds to a production rule; its tail represents
a non-terminal symbol while its head represents a string of one or
more terminal or non-terminal symbols. The number of ‘or’ edges is
equal to the number of production rules (i.e., |E𝑂 | = |P |). Because
some production rules can share the same non-terminal symbol
as their left-hand side, a non-terminal node corresponding to the
non-terminal symbol can also be tails of more than one ‘or’ edge.
Applying a production rule is equivalent to select one of the ‘or’
edges. The edges from the non-terminal node query to other nodes
in Figure 3(e) are ’or’ edges.

4.4.2 Grammar Graph. A context-free grammar (CFG) is a quadruple (T , N T , S, P) [6], i.e. (terminal symbols, nonterminal symbols,
start symbol, productions). To enable efficient valid code search,
we introduce a representation, grammar graph, to represent a CFG.
A grammar graph defines the search space for code generation.
Given a grammar graph, the code generation problem is transformed to the problem of finding a subgraph called code generation
tree from the grammar graph. The definition of a code generation
tree will be introduced in Section 5.5.

Definition 6 (Concatenation Edge). A concatenation edge 𝑒𝐶 ∈
E𝐶 is a directed edge that points from a derivation node 𝑛𝐷 to an
API node 𝑛𝐴 or a non-terminal node 𝑛 𝑁 , or from an API node 𝑛𝐴 to a
non-terminal node 𝑛 𝑁 , denoted as 𝑒𝐶 = (𝑛𝐷 , 𝑛𝐴 ) or 𝑒𝐶 = (𝑛𝐷 , 𝑛 𝑁 )
or 𝑒𝐶 = (𝑛𝐴 , 𝑛 𝑁 ). E𝐶 represents the set of concatenation edges
derived from a CFG.
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When a concatenation edge is (𝑛𝐷 , 𝑛𝐴 ) or (𝑛𝐷 , 𝑛 𝑁 ), it means that
the API represented by 𝑛𝐴 or the non-terminal symbol represented
by 𝑛 𝑁 is a sub-string of the symbol sequence represented by 𝑛𝐷 .
When a concatenation edge is (𝑛𝐴 , 𝑛 𝑁 ), it means that the nonterminal symbol is one of the arguments of the function represented
by 𝑛𝐴 . In Figure 3(e), 𝑒 = (𝑀𝐼 𝑁 _𝐹𝐴𝑅𝐸 (𝑐.., 𝑝..), 𝑀𝐼 𝑁 _𝐹𝐴𝑅𝐸) is a
concatenation edge (𝑛𝐷 , 𝑛𝐴 ); 𝑒 = ((𝑒𝑞_𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑡, 𝑒𝑞_𝑎𝑟𝑟 ), 𝑒𝑞_𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑡) is
a concatenation edge (𝑛𝐷 , 𝑛 𝑁 ); 𝑒 = (𝑀𝐴𝐼 𝑁 _𝐹𝐴𝑅𝐸, 𝑐𝑜𝑙_𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑒) is a
concatenation edge (𝑛𝐴 , 𝑛 𝑁 ).
A grammar graph contains all three types of nodes and two types
of edges.

For example, the node ‘Baltimore’ is mapped to ‘[CITI(Baltimore)]’
in Figure 3(a, b).
(3) Regular Nodes. A node is a regular node if it doesn’t fall into
the above two categories. For a regular node, a mapping exists if
the node’s word, lemma, or one of its synonyms is a token in an
API’s description. A regular node can have many or zero mapped
candidate APIs.
Edge Mapping. An edge (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 , 𝑑𝑒𝑝) is a preposition edge if its
𝑑𝑒𝑝 is a preposition relation such as 𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑 : 𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑚 and 𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑 : 𝑡𝑜. A
mapping from an API to a preposition edge exists if any of the 𝑑𝑒𝑝’s
semantic related words is a token in the API’s description. A 𝑑𝑒𝑝’s
semantic related words are pre-defined in a preposition dictionary.
HISyn only considers preposition edges because prepositions are
used to express the temporal or spatial relations between two nouns.
These relations contain important semantic information between
the nodes connected by preposition edges. Thus, HISyn applies
edge mapping to extract such semantics.
We refer to the dependency graph annotated with the lists of
candidate APIs as an annotated dependency graph.

Definition 7 (Grammar Graph). A grammar graph is a directed
graph, 𝐺𝐺 = (N𝐺 , E𝐺 ) , where N𝐺 = N𝑁 ∪ N𝐷 ∪ N𝐴 and E𝐺 =
E𝑂 ∪ E𝐶 .
All the concatenation edges E𝐶 directed from a 𝑛𝐷 or an 𝑛𝐴 are
ordered, and the order corresponds to the order of symbols inside a
derivation, or the order of arguments of an API. In Figure 3(e), the
number on each 𝑒𝐶 indicates the order of the symbols or arguments.
For a non-terminal node 𝑛 𝑁 that has multiple outgoing ‘or’ edges,
the first ‘or’ edge will be marked as the default edge and selected
to complete a path during synthesis.

5

GRAMMAR GRAPH-BASED TRANSLATION
5.2

Grammar graph-based translation is the synthesizing algorithm
used in the back end of HISyn to generate code in the target programming APIs. The algorithm centers around the dependency
graph for the selection and the ordering of APIs and relies on the
grammar graph for code lowering and correctness. It takes the IR of
an NL-based query (dependency graph) as the input and annotates
each node in the IR with candidate APIs. The annotated dependency
graph will go through reversed all-paths search, local reordering, candidate paths selection and combination, and code generation steps to
finalize the DSL code. We next explain each major step in detail.

5.1

Longest-match Scheme

The longest-match scheme is designed to handle cases where a
phrase (more than one word) is used to refer to one API on the
grammar graph. For example, the ‘numeric letter’ in Text Editing
refers to the API NUMBERTOKEN. But if we map “numeric” and “letter” separately, there will be two mapped APIs, NUMBERTOKEN and
CHARTOKEN, respectively.
Inspired by the longest-match principle used in many Scanners
to tokenize strings in compilers, we use the longest-match scheme to
determine the grouping of some nodes in the dependency graph. A
single set of candidate APIs will be identified for the group instead
of each node within the group.
If two nodes in the dependency graph are connected by a dependency edge with modifier relations (amod, nmod), the edge is called
modifier edge and these nodes are within a modifier group. Other
nodes connected to a node in a modifier group with modifier edges
also belong to the same modifier group. The node which does not
have the governor is the top governor of this group.
For example, consider three modifier edges: A -mod-> B, A-mod> C, C -mod-> D. Then these four nodes are in one modifier group,
and A is the top governor. At this step, each node has its API
candidates. For each API inside the A’s candidates, HISyn checks
how many times this API is also a candidate of other nodes; the
result is taken as the score of that API. The APIs with the highest
score (ties can happen) are the longest-match candidates for the
phrase. Then nodes with candidate APIs stay inside the modifier
group, while the other nodes will be treated as regular nodes.
The modifier group will then be treated as one node in dependency graph. The edges that link to the nodes inside the group will
link to the top governor with the directions and dependency relations stay unchanged. In Figure 3(a)(b), “flight” and “cheapest” are
in one modifier group, and the API MIN_FARE is the longest-match
API for this modifier group.

Semantic Mapping

Semantic mapping associates a list of candidate APIs to every node
and the edges whose dependency relation 𝑑𝑒𝑝 is a preposition
relation (𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑 : 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) in a dependency graph. These lists of
candidate APIs offer the basis for generating the target DSL code.
Node Mapping. A node 𝑛 = (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑, 𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑎, 𝑃𝑂𝑆, 𝑁 𝐸) in a dependency graph falls into three categories based its NE tag and
domain knowledge; each category is treated differently to create
its candidate API list. The mapping rules for each category are
described below:
(1) Domain Term Nodes. A domain-specific term is a term that
is explicitly marked by a user in the input query. It is defined in
Section 4.2. A node is a domain node if its word is a domain-specific
term. It has a one-to-one mapping with an API and thus its candidate
API list contains only one API. For example, in ASTMatcher domain,
the term ‘for statement’ corresponds to the API ‘forStmt’, and ‘if
statement’ corresponds to the API ‘ifStmt’.
(2) Named Entity Nodes. A node is a named entity node if its NE
tag is not empty. Because a named entity is usually used as an argument of an API, HISyn generates a list of candidate API for a named
entity node by first identifying the APIs related to the node’s NE tag
and then using the node’s word form as an argument of each API.
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(a) Dependency graph

ﬂight: ['PredSet', 'MAX', 'MAX_TIME',
'MIN_TIME', 'MIN_FARE']
cheapest: ['MIN_FARE']
from: ['EQ_DPRT']
Baltimore: ['CITY(Baltimore)']
to: ['EQ_ARR']
Atlanta: ['CITY(Atlanta)']
(b) Semantic mapping results
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(c) Reverse all-paths search direction
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(f) Path selection and combination
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Figure 3: Running examples for grammar graph based translation

5.3

Reversed All-paths Search

the leave of a candidate path is the node with no outgoing edges.
Both the root and the leave of a candidate path are API nodes.
For each edge, (𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟, 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑑𝑒𝑝) in the annotated dependency graph, the algorithm conducts Breadth-First Search (BFS)
on the reversed grammar graph to identify a set of candidate paths.
The search starts from each candidate API of the node 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡
and stops when the start symbol of the grammar is reached. During
the search, a visited node will not be added to the path again to
avoid an infinite loop if recursion exists in the grammar. If a path
reaches one of the candidate APIs of the node 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟 , it will
be recorded. The paths that end at the start symbol will also be
recorded. After getting all the candidate paths for each edge, we
apply two pruning strategies to reduce the number of candidate
paths: (1) If there exists at least one path that contains any one

Reversed all-paths search identifies a set of candidate paths in
the grammar graph for each dependency edge in the annotated
dependency graph. These sets of candidate paths will be pruned,
reordered, and combined in later steps to determine the orders of
candidate APIs. We next introduce several important concepts used
in the search algorithm and then describe the algorithm.
A reversed grammar graph is a directed graph on the same set of
vertices with all of the edges reversed compared to the orientation
of the corresponding edges in the grammar graph. A candidate path
is a directed path in the reversed grammar graph or grammar graph.
The root of a candidate path is the node with no incoming edges;
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declares
dobj

single

declares

(2) Dependency relations related to modifiers. A modifier is always
the dependent of the noun it modifies. But an API can modify another API either by using the second API as an argument or being
the argument of the second API. For example, in ASTMatcher domain, “A declares a single variable” corresponds to the code
snippet “A(declStmt( hasSingleDecl(varDecl())))”. Because “single"
modifies the ‘variable’, “hasSingleDecl” appears before “varDecl()”.
However, the code for “a global variable” is “varDecl( hasGlobalStorage())”. Although "global" modifies "variable", the API
“hasGlobalStorage()” is after “ varDecl”.
Given an edge 𝑒 = (𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑑𝑒𝑝) in a dependency graph whose 𝑑𝑒𝑝
is one of the above two types of dependency relations, HISyn conducts reordering if any of the two situations occur: (1) There is no
path from B’s candidate APIs to A’s candidate APIs. (2) There exists
at least one path from A’s candidate APIs to B’s (i.e. reversed direction) that is shorter than the shortest path from B’s candidate APIs
to A’s. The rationale is that a shorter path on the grammar graph is
preferred because the corresponding dependent and governor in
the dependency graph are neighbors.
If reordering is needed, HISyn changes the positions of the governor and the dependent, as shown in Figure 4. Then reversed
all-paths search is re-applied to the reordered edges to find all the
candidate paths.

amod

single
dobj

variable
amod
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variable

initialized

initialized

acl

Figure 4: Local reordering
of the candidate APIs for the node 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟 , the paths ending at
the grammar’s start symbol will be discarded. (2) If a candidate
API of the 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟 is not the destination of any paths from any
dependent’s candidate API, it indicates that this candidate API is
not related to the 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡. This candidate API will be deleted
from the candidate API list of the 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟 . All the paths starting
from the deleted candidate API will also be removed. The remaining
candidate paths are used to generate final DSL codes in later steps.
The algorithm is motivated by our observation that, when describing the queries in English, people typically follow a gradually
refining way. They state the main interest or purpose first, then provide detailed information with dependents. For example, consider
the query in Figure 1:
I would like to find the cheapest flight from Baltimore
to Atlanta.
This query contains the following information: it wants to query
about a flight; this flight has the cheapest fare; this flight’s departure
city is Baltimore; this flight’s arriving city is Atlanta.
The edges on the dependency graph show such relations (Figure 3(a)). Inside the graph, the words “cheapest”, “Baltimore” and
“Atlanta” are all dependents of the “flight” with ‘nmod’ (nominal
modifier) relation. It is consistent with the structure patterns of
ATIS query language, which start with the main object or purpose
first, then use arguments to specify the details.
Therefore, the direction of edges in the dependency graph pointed
out the basic structure of the code: the APIs mapped from the dependent are inside the arguments of the API mapped from the governor.
Correspondingly, on the grammar graph, the APIs mapped from
the dependent should be the descendants of the API mapped from
the governor. In Figure 3(c), we indicate the search direction on the
grammar graph. The numbers label the paths for each <start, goal>
pair, and Figure 3(d) shows the search results correspondingly.

5.4

5.5

Candidate Paths Selection and
Combination

After reversed all-paths search and local edge reordering, this step
combines the sets of candidate paths into code generation trees for
generating DSL code. We first give a formal definition of code
generation tree and then describe the algorithm to generate such
trees.
Definition 8 (Code Generation Tree). A code generation tree
(CGT) 𝐺𝑇 = (N𝑇 , E𝑇 ) is a subgraph of grammar graph 𝐺𝐺 =
(N𝐺 , E𝐺 ), where N𝑇 ⊂ N𝐺 and E𝑇 ⊂ E𝐺 . A CGT is a directed
acyclic graph whose undirected counterpart is a tree. The root of a
CGT is a non-terminal node that corresponds to the start symbol.
We define the size of a CGT as the number of API nodes in the tree.
The algorithm first reverses every candidate path so that the
direction of each edge in the path is the same as the one in the
grammar graph. It then uses only one of the candidate paths from
each edge in a dependency graph and combines the selected candidate paths based on the structure of the dependency graph into
a CGT. Because an edge in the dependency graph can have more
than one candidate path, this step results in many CGTs.
There are two cases for candidate paths combination: siblings
paths combination and parent-child paths combination.
(1) Siblings paths combination. Two dependency edges are siblings
edges if they have the same governor. Two candidate paths are
sibling paths if the corresponding dependency edges are siblings.
Because a dependency edge can have many candidate paths, HISyn
generates all the combinations of the path candidates from each
sibling edge. For each combination, HISyn combines sibling paths
by joining the same nodes in the paths to build a prefix tree. If two
sibling paths do not have any nodes in common, they are ignored.
A grammar check will be applied to remove prefix trees that are
not correct. For each node in a prefix tree, if it is a non-terminal

Local Edge Reordering

After the reversed all-paths search, HISyn applies local edge reordering to fix the structure of the dependency graph. Although the
dependency relations in a dependency graph can guide the ordering
of the APIs when generating DSL code, the following two dependency relations are exceptions we observed from our observation
of a small set of examples:
(1) Dependency relations related to subject. The relative order of a
subject and a verb in the code snippets can be the opposite of that
specified by their dependency relation. When parsing an English
query, the NLP engine makes the verb as the governor of the subject.
This structure is sometimes consistent with the code grammar. For
example, the code for the description “A adds B” is “add(A, B)”.
However, exceptions exist. For example, the code for “A returns
B” should be “A(returns(B))” rather than “returns(A, B))”.
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node, HISyn checks if it has only one derivation node as a child; if
it is an API node, HISyn checks if the child nodes are the subset of
the API arguments. The grammar check at this step only checks the
existence of the child nodes, the order of child nodes is considered
in the code generation step.
For edges with no siblings, each of the candidate paths will be
treated as a prefix tree. The up-right Figure (labeled path 2,3) in
Figure 3(f) is one of the prefix trees for paths from MIN_FARE to
EQ_DPRT and from MIN_FARE to EQ_ARR.
(2) Parent-child paths combination. A dependency edge 𝑒 1 is the
parent of another edge 𝑒 2 if 𝑒 1 ’s dependent/head is 𝑒 2 ’s governor/tail.
These two dependency edges are called parent-child edges. Two
candidate paths are parent-child paths if their dependency edges
are parent-child edges. HISyn combines a parent path with the child
path by adding an edge directed from the leave of the parent path
to the root of the child path. In Figure 3(f), path 4 and path 5 are
connected to prefix tree (2,3), and prefix tree (2,3) is connected to
path 1.
After all the siblings paths combination and parent-child paths
combination, the final connected prefix trees become the code generation trees. The code generation trees then will be transformed
to the final code expression in the next step.

5.6

to describe it. If this API is needed, the query should be more specific.
Thus the limit keywords only lead to an API with less description.
The completed CGT will be transformed into a code expression.
HISyn simplifies the CGT by removing all the non-terminal nodes
and derivation nodes so that only API nodes are kept in the CGT.
The simplified CGT can then be structured to an ordered APIargument sequence (i.e., DSL code) based on the directed edges.

6

EVALUATION

We conduct a set of experiments to examine the efficacy of the
HISyn framework cross domains. To test the potential of a pure
NLU-driven approach, we use no labeled examples for HISyn. We
use the experiments to answer three questions: (1) Compared to
data-driven methods trained on many labeled examples, can HISyn
produce comparable results without any training example? (2) How
does the length of a query affect the accuracy of HISyn ? (3) What
are the reasons that cause errors?
We describe the experiment settings in Section 6.1, report our
experiment results and comparisons in Sections 6.2, and provide a
detailed error analysis in several representative cases in Section 6.3.

6.1

Methodology

6.1.1 Dataset. We use three datasets with different DSLs to evaluate HISyn. The first dataset2 is the DSL designed for repetitive
Text Editing tasks. The second dataset3 is the DSL designed for
the Air Travel Information System (ATIS) [7]. Both of these two
datasets come from the work [8]. The third dataset is the DSL in
LLVM/Clang, designed for AST node matching.
Text Editing language is a command language that aims to
free Office suite application end-users from understanding syntax
and semantics of regular expressions, conditionals, and loops. This
DSL has 52 APIs in total. The dataset for Text Editing includes 467
English queries and DSL pairs.
Air Travel Information System (ATIS) is a standard benchmark for querying air travel information. This ATIS DSL is designed based around SQL style operations and provides support for
predicates/expressions that correspond to important concepts in
air-travel queries, arrival/departure locations, times, dates, prices,
etc. It has 51 APIs in total. The dataset for ATIS includes 535 English
queries and DSL pairs.
ASTMatcher is a tool in Clang/LLVM for constructing AST
Matching expressions to find code patterns of interest. It represents
a domain with high complexity but scarce labeled examples. There
are a total of 505 ASTMatcher APIs with a full-fledged data type
hierarchy (over 200 types). We collect 50 ASTMatcher expressions
from Clang-tidy and let 5 graduate students write the English descriptions independently. Each ASTMatcher expression is described
using a single English sentence from at least two students.
The Text Editing datasets and ATIS datasets do not provide the
API documentation and grammar. We manually created these two
domain documentations based on the English description and codes.
The ASTMatcher dataset provides the official documentation. We
generate grammar based on this documentation.

Code Generation

At this stage, HISyn has translated the IR into a set of code generation trees. This step first selects the minimum CGT and then
uses the minimum CGT to generate the correct code expression. A
minimum CGT is the one that has the smallest size (i.e., the smallest
number of API nodes).
The rationale of using a minimum CGT for code generation is as
follows. The more APIs in a code expression, the more information
it conveys. Because all the key information contained in a query
is already mapped to candidate APIs during our synthesis process,
the smallest CGT is preferred to avoid including redundant or
unnecessary APIs in the generated code.
A CGT might miss some important nodes for generating the
grammar-correct code. We fill those missing nodes by applying two
rules: (1) If a derivation node is in the CGT, then all the non-terminal
nodes who are children of the derivation node should also be in the
CGT. This is because a derivation node is the right-hand side of a
production rule and its children are the non-terminal symbols or
terminal symbols in the right-hand side. (2) If an API node is in the
CGT, then the descendants of the API nodes should also be in the
CGT. This is because an API’s descendants will generate the API’s
arguments. We refer to the filled CGT as a completed CGT.
If there are multiple minimum CGTs, HISyn will complete all of
these minimum CGTs and choose the minimum completed CGT.
If ties still exist, this situation happens when one keyword in a
query can be mapped to two or more APIs that have similar syntax
roles in the grammar–that is, APIs that can be derived from the
same non-terminal and have the same terminals as input. Then
HISyn will select the API with the shortest description (All the
API descriptions are processed by the NLP engine and the function
words are removed when counting the length of the description).
This heuristic assumes that a more complex API needs more words

2 shorturl.at/npFIS
3 shorturl.at/sxyS5
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Table 1: NL queries and codes examples
DSL

ASTMatcher

Query
Find for statements whose
init portion declares a
single variable which is
initialized to the integer
literal 0.

ATIS

I would like to find
the cheapest flight
from Baltimore to Atlanta

Text Editing

Insert ":" after #1st word.

Code
forStmt( hasLoopInit(
declStmt( hasSingleDecl(
varDecl( hasInitializer(
integerLiteral( equals(0))))))));
EXTRACT_ROW_MIN_F(COL_FARE()),
AtomicRowPredSet(AtomicRowPred(
EQ_DEPARTS(CITY(baltimore), ANY(), ANY(), ANY(), ANY()),
EQ_ARRIVES(CITY(atlanta), ANY(), ANY(), ANY(), ANY())))
INSERT(STRING(:),
Position(AFTER(WORDTOKEN()), IntegerSet(INTEGER(1))),
IterationScope(LINESCOPE(), BConditionOccurrence(ALWAYS(), ALL())))

6.1.2 Evaluation Metrics. We use all the test cases in each domain
in the experiments. We use DSL codes synthesis accuracy to evaluate the performance of HISyn. The synthesis accuracy is the ratio
between the number of correctly synthesized DSL code expressions
and the number of total test cases. A synthesized DSL code is correct if it is identical to the ground truth code, including the APIs,
variables, values, and their relative order.
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6.1.3 Methods for Comparison. We compare HISyn with a datadriven synthesizer [8] in Text Editing domain and ATIS domain,
and a rule-driven synthesizer in ASTMatcher domain. We choose
it for comparison because (i) As HISyn, it is a generic synthesizer
that takes NL queries as inputs and produces code expressions for
multiple domains. (ii) on the available training data in Text Editing
and ATIS domains, it gives accuracy comparable to the existing
domain-specific NL-based synthesizers.
In this prior work, the data-driven synthesizer [8] builds a generic
NL-based synthesizer using machine learning. It takes as input DSL
definition and training data consisting of NL/DSL pairs and builds
a synthesizer by learning the weights and classifiers to rank the
output of keywords-programming based translation.
The prior work applies to the Text Editing domain and ATIS
domain, but not the ASTMatcher domain. It is because this domain
has over 500 ASTMatcher APIs. A large number of APIs brings
many complexities to this domain. With various usage conditions,
a data-driven method requires a large number of training examples
to train a statistical model that possibly covers most of the use
cases of APIs. The real-world labeled cases in this domain are yet
scarce. Rule-based approach works better in this scenario. We hence
build a rule-based synthesizer as a comparison in this domain. It is
based on previous work [25], which uses simple NL processing and
heavily relies on type checks and domain heuristics.

6.2

Comparison

100

ASTMathcer

(a)Comparison with other methods

0

59.3

Text Editing

64.56

ATIS
Domains

68.18

ASTMathcer

(b)Comparison on query difficulties

Figure 5: Accuracy of HISyn in three different domains

In the ASTMatcher domain, the rule-driven synthesizer achieves
68% accuracy, 12% lower than HISyn. The result shows the benefits
of NLU and its mapping algorithm over rule-driven methods.
Figure 5(b) shows the accuracy comparison on queries with different lengths. The average query lengths of Text Editing domain,
ATIS domain, ASTMatcher domain are 7, 12, and 9. HISyn achieves
88.03% , 89.81%, 89.29% accuracy on shorter queries in three domains, and 59.3%, 64.56%, 68.18% on longer (often harder) queries.
The much higher accuracy on the easy queries is due to two
major reasons: (1) Given a hard query, an NLP engine in the front
end is more likely to generate a wrong dependency graph. (2) In the
back end, a hard query increases the number of paths to combine
and select, making it harder to generate the right CGTs.

6.3

Error Analysis

Unlike the "black-box" method in Neural Network-based datadriven approaches, the interpretable nature of HISyn makes error
diagnosis easy to do. In this section, we analyze three major cases
where HISyn fails to synthesize the correct code expressions to
provide some insights. Both the front end and the back end could
cause errors. The errors in the front end are typically caused by the
ambiguity in natural language or incorrect semantic mapping. The
errors in the back end result from wrong decision paths selection
and combination steps.

Accuracy of HISyn

Figure 5(a) reports the overall accuracy of HISyn. The accuracies
of the data-driven method (on the first two domains) come directly
from the previous paper [8], obtained after creating/collecting hundreds of labeled examples and using them to train. HISyn, without
using any training example, achieves comparable accuracies with
them, 82.59% for text editing and 85.47% for ATIS.
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6.3.1 Limitations in NLP Engines. NLP engines may cause errors.
Consider the following two test queries:
Query-1: Would you tell me the cheapest one way fare from
Boston to Oakland?
Query-2: Please give me information concerning a flight from
Washington DC to Philadelphia the earliest one in the morning.
Query-1 is an example of lexical ambiguity. The dependency
parser treated ‘Oakland’ as the noun modifier of ‘tell’ (i.e. tell ...
to Oakland), resulting in the wrong dependency edges in the IR.
Query-2 is an example of semantic ambiguity. ‘one’ is considered
as a number and taken as a part of the phrase ‘one in the morning’.
But ‘one’ is a pronoun in this query. This semantic ambiguity leads
to the mapping of API Time(1am), which is not the intention of the
original query.
When we manually fix the parsing errors, HISyn gives correct
synthesis results. As NLP techniques progress, NLU-driven synthesis is expected to provide even better results.

This error occurs when the following candidate paths from the
two dependency edges are combined: 𝑒 1 = (𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒, 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒, 𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑 : 𝑖𝑛)
and 𝑒 2 = (𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒, 𝑆𝑇 𝑅𝐼 𝑁𝐺 (//), 𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑 : 𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 ). 𝑒 1 has one path 𝑝 11
= [REMOVE, IterationScope, LINESCOPE]. 𝑒 2 edge has two paths
𝑝 21 = [REMOVE, SelectString, BConditionOccrance, AFTERCOND],
𝑝 22 = [REMOVE, IterationScope, BConditionOccrance, AFTERCOND].
When combining paths of 𝑒 1 and 𝑒 2 , the CGT combined from 𝑝 11
and 𝑝 22 will have smaller size (5 APIs) than the combination of 𝑝 11
and 𝑝 21 (6 APIs), since [REMOVE, IterationScope] in 𝑝 11 and 𝑝 22
will be combined as prefix. Thus the smaller CGT will be chosen
to generate the final code expression. Using deeper semantics to
guide the paths selection and combination steps could be one of
the solutions to avoid this error.

6.4

Threats to Validity

There are several factors that may threaten the validity of HISyn.
The quality of API documentations. Like in human programming,
the quality of the documentation of the target API or language
is important. The API description decides which APIs will be the
candidates for a mapping element in IR. If the description is not
precise, an API may not be selected as a candidate, which leads to
errors in results. If the description of several APIs is similar, more
unrelated APIs will be selected, and result in more paths in later
steps and cause errors potentially. The issue can be mitigated by providing some guidelines or even tools to help document developers
in ensuring the quality of documentation.
The quality of queries. The queries are the only source information that describes the user’s intention. Thus, the quality of queries
directly affects the synthesized results. A query with grammar
errors could mislead the NLP engine and result in a wrong dependency graph; a query with imprecise descriptions will not describe
the intention clearly and could lead to wrong semantic mappings.
The issue can be mitigated by extending the front end of HISyn
into an interactive module which may clarify users’ intentions by
interacting with users.

6.3.2 Incorrect Semantic Mapping. This type of errors is caused
by passive voice or a word that combines the semantic meaning of
several APIs. For example:
Query-3: Print any word that is followed by ’team’.
Query-4: Prepend each line with "#".
In query-3, ‘is followed’ here means the position before the word
’team’, and it should be mapped to API BEFORECOND(). The document of the API has "before" relation described, and the synthesizer
fails in recognizing that ‘follow’ essentially means that relation but
in a different way, and hence results in a wrong mapping. In query4, the word ‘prepend’ means ‘insert at the beginning’, which can be
mapped to two APIs, INSERT() and START() (START() indicates
the location of insertion is at the beginning). However, the semantic mapping step only identifies one API (INSERT()) for each node.
The missing of ‘beginning’ leads to the error. Applying a deeper
semantic analysis for semantic mapping may help this situation.
6.3.3 Wrong Decision in Code Generation Step. In the code generation step, we use the minimum CGT to generate the final code
expression. It works in most of the cases because the minimum CGT
covers all the information inside a query with the least number of
APIs. But exceptions exist.
Query-5: In every line, delete the text after “//”
The correct code expression should be:
REMOVE(SelectString(TEXTTOKEN(),
BConditionOccurrence(
AFTERCOND(STRING(//), IMM()), ALL())),
IterationScope(LINESCOPE(),
BConditionOccurrence(ALWAYS(),ALL())))
The synthesized code expression is:
REMOVE(SelectString(TEXTTOKEN(),
BConditionOccurrence(ALWAYS(),ALL())),
IterationScope(LINESCOPE(),
BConditionOccurrence(
AFTERCOND(STRING(//), IMM()), ALL())))
The error is the location of the condition “after ‘//’ ”. “After ‘//’ ”
is the condition for deleting the text. But in synthesized code, it is
inside the condition for iteration.

7

RELATED WORK

NLP has been used for software maintenance and other purposes [1,
4, 10, 12, 15, 21, 36, 50, 51, 53]. Our discussion concentrates on work
closely related with code synthesis.
Various specifications are used for code synthesis. A specification
can be first-order logic expressions [18, 23], a set of examples [16, 17,
44], natural language [8, 19, 25, 26, 43, 48], partial programs [13, 45]
or any other form that is easier to write than the expected program.
As HISyn is a natural language-based synthesizer, we concentrate
on prior work on program synthesis from natural language (NL).
Rule-based approaches have been developed to synthesize programs for domain-specific tasks such as smartphone automation [25],
SQL queries [27, 48], and SpreadSheet data analysis [19]. In contrast,
HISyn is featured by cross-domain extensibility.
Recent efforts have been spent on machine learning-based approaches [2, 5, 8, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22, 24, 28–30, 37–41, 43, 46, 49, 52].
For example, Desai and others [8] presented a general framework
for constructing program synthesizers given a domain-specific language (DSL) definition and training data that contains example
pairs of English sentences and the expected programs in the DSL.
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